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Prefatory Note
.
Prom a prnctical standpoint the following thesis may seem dis-
appointing owing to the fact that very fev; experimental results are
adduced in support of the theory. The results of actual experi-
ments along this line will he found in the theses of Messrs. G. F.
Dosch and F. V/. Marquis of the class of 1905, who have investigated
the impulse and velocity of the steam jet respectively. The tv/o
factors of im.pulse, mass and velocity, have been constantly/- kept
in mind and it is v/ith the variation of these tv/o factors as affect-
ed "by the form of the nozzle that the following thesis deals . Nei-
ther the theory/yor experiments are in anyv/ay comiplote or conclusive
and all that the v/riters have hoped to do is to point out some of
the problems as yet unsolved in this new and interesting field.

CHAPTER 1.
Historical Outline of the Developmant of the
Laws of the Flow of Elastic Fluids.
Since the advent of the steam turbine the phenomena of steam
flow, stoam velocity, and steam impact have received considerable
attention both from the theoretical and experimental side. Al-
though the theory is, as yet, far from complete and satisfactory
and the experimental work fragmentary, it is the aim of the follow-
ing thesis, so far as possible, to unite into a more or less con-
nected whole the lav/s of flow, so far as knovm, and the results of
the most recent investigations along this line. The theory of
steam flov/ depends primarily on the theory of the flow of elastic
fluids and a short historical sketch v/ill aid us in appreciating
the peculiar difficulties and apparent contradictions met v/ith in
this subject.
Shortly after Galileo established the lav/s of falling bodies,
further experiment showed that water and other inelastic fluids fol-
lowed the same lav/. Proven that the velocity of water flov/ing
through a properly shaped orifice was equal to the velocity v/hich a
body would acquire in falling a distance equal to the head, it fol-
lowed that the velocity of efflux varied as the square roots of the
heads. This lav/ was applied to elastic fluids, such as air, as
well, and crude experiments v/ere made on a bladder first filled v/ith
air and then v/ith water. Under the same pressure it v/as found that
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it required 25 times ci:: long to empty the bladder when filled v/ith
water as it did when filled v/ith air; consequently the velocity of
flow of air was considered to be 25 times that of water.
'I
In a quaint old paper read by a certain Dr. Papin before tho
Royal oociety in 1686 the follov/ing is stated as the general law de-
|
duced from theory and experiment, "Of different liquors flov/ing
from an orifice bearing the same pressure, those lighter in specie
|:must acquire the greater swiftness and their velocities are to one
another as the roots of the specific gravities of the said liquors.
S^, I9t, a-f -i- P
As much as the specific gravity of water doth exceed the square »v.D.jf.
/\
root of the specific gravity of air so much in proportion v/ill the
velocity of air exceed the velocity of water." This lav; was accep- '
ted for 115 years and it was not until late in the 19th century that
further experiments v/ere made.
I
In 1843 3t . Venant and V/antzel made the first real advance and
^ a
in their report give the first real intimation of one of the v/ell
known results of modern experiment. They mal:e two important state-
ments .
(1) V/hen the pressure v;hich acts in an opposite direction to
jthe flo\7 of the gas descends belov/ three fifths of the pressure
Y/hich causes the flov;, the efflux instead of increasing diminishes.
I
(2) A gas cannot flov/ into a vacuum whatever be its pressure.
These two conclusions so apparently opposed to all reason v/ere too
much for the experimenters and after a second series of experiments
St. Venant says, "Our experiments have proved that those singular
results have no more reality than they had of probability." As
jjlate as 1846 Prof. Graham of the Royal Society announced that his
||

experiments left no doubt as to the truth of the general lav/ that
different gases pass through n^inute apertures in times which are in-
versely as the square roots of their specific gravities. Experi-
menting and investigating along the same line in 1847, llr. V/illiam
Fronde, 1,1. Inst. G. E,, developed a theory of flow by v/hich he ,
proved that elastic fluids under pressure cannot flow into a perfect
vacuum.. His method of experiment v/as similar to that of St, Venant,
V/antzel and Graham. From 1854 to 1862 Prof. Thomson and Dr. Joule
made a series of experiments on the flow of air to determine the ve-
locity through small orifices in thin plates. In Dr. Joule's report'
he n;ives a hint of one fact v/hich has since iDroved of considerable
importance. He says, " I have not been able to detect any effect
due to vibration of the issuing stream. . . . there can be no doubt
that vibration constituting sound will be able to travel back through
the air rushing through the orifice if its velocity be not greater
than lOOOfeet per second. I have failed, however, to discover any
sensible influence from this cause on the velocity of efflux."
Robert D. Napier in 1866 v/as the first to state what v/e knov/
now to be the actual conditions under which steam or any gas flov/s
from a higher to a lov/er pressure. His im.portant conclusion and the,
one which v/e knov/ to be approximately true is, as he states it.
"Steam at a pressure of two or more atmospheres v/ill rush from a boil-
er through an orifice or short tube into the air exactly at the same
Irate as it v/ill into a vacuum or into any pressure less than that of
'the atmosphere; and generally a gas of any given pressure v/ill rush
from one vessel into another containing a gas of half the pressure
at the same rate as if there v/ere a perfect vacuum in the recipient
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vessel or any intermediate pressure between a vacuum and half the
pressure in the cistern, both pressures being taken from zero."
This conclusion, it is seen, had been once reached by St. Venant and
V/antzel twenty years before and afterwards rejected by them as abso-
lutely impossible. At this time Napier's experiments provoked hGat-4!
ed discussions, but nevertheless the truth of his deductions was ^
soon established as a, scientific fact. Prof. Ranl-^ine being one of the
first to refute arguments brought against it and one of the ardent
supporters of the nev/ theory.
The German scientists Zeuner, Fliegner and Crashof have since
developed the theory and experimented more fully. In conclusion it
nay be said that at the present time the laws of the flow of gases
through orifices in thin plates are knovm and the theory is supported
by experiment.
jj
Briefly stated the law of flow is as follov/s: V/hen a gas flows
through an orifice from a reservoir in v/hich there exists a pressure
?1 into a vessel in which there exists a lower pressure the quan-
tity of gas passing through the orifice continously increases as Pp
decreases" until P^ reaches the value .527 P.^ for air or .58 P-j^ for
steam. Any decrease of Po belov; this point has no effect on the
quantity of gas flevying through the orifice in a given time. In
When —
other words the maximum flov/ occurs -2 = .527 for a gas or .58 for
^1
steam. As to the laws of flow in tubes of varying cross section and
the phenomena taking place in the tube itself, much uncertainty ex-
ists and it is along this lino that modern experimenters and scien-
tists are v/orking. The general law of flov/ through an orifice and
through the ideal nozzle v/ill be taken up in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 2.
The General Equation of Flo\7 for Fluid
The lav/s of flow for incompressible fluids are v/ell understood
and it will be of assistance to consider the general lav/ of flovr as
applied to then, first deriving a general differential equation of
notion v/hich may be applied to any fluid, liquid or gas.
According to Bernoulli's lav;, in the case of frictionless flov/
the energy of the fluid is the same at all cross sections of the
|p.ipe or channel, differing only in kind, but not in total amount.
I
This energy is of three kinds; (1) Mechanical Energy due to motion,
(2^ Pressure Energy due to pressure, (3) Intrinsic Energy due to mo-
lecular state. Each one of the three olem.ents making up the total
energy may be expressed in terras of pressure, volume, and velocity.
Assum.ing unit mass to be flov/ing we have the three forms of energy
expressed as follov/s:
Mechanical Energy = —ii—
2 g
Pressure Energy = PV
Internal Energy = U
Our general differential equation is then, according to Bernoulli's
law
Considering the fluid to be steadily flov/ing ^the direction of the
axis X v/e have as the equation of motion
(5)

A/oix /e to r Increaslnj Velocity cf an Inelastic Fl uid
FIG 1
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d E_ ^ uJu^ < cl(pv) , d U fp\
But in the cnso of frictionless flow as assumed-^y^ r
I
, ,1, dy.
UdU - _ c/(Pv) _ dU X
ddx ^ dx dx -
~
Now for an inelantic fluid, nuch as v/ater, the molecular state re-
mains the same and the term-^i^IT Q <':lving as a final equation for an
of X
inelar.tic fluid
in v/hich V as vie knov7 is constant. Integrating
if - -f,^dP= v(ff-li)- ^f^,
in which S represents the density of the liquid — Letting
^~'J^.
~ 1^ we get the familiar equation of hydraulics [j^^
V/e may from, this equation deduce the form of nozzle necessary to in-
crease the velocity of flov;. If M is the mass flowing per second
then in v/hich F is the area of the nozzle F-'^TT^
9 9 \j ^ ^
g and ^ are constants consequently P varies inversely as u and a noz-
zle for increasing the velocity should he one of gradually decreas-
ing cross section as shov.Ti in the Fig. 1, Our differential equation
shows that along such a nozzle P falls as u increases,
jl
It was from this equation that the early investigators drev/ the
apparently logical conclusion that, since y varied as^^and/7 va-
ried inversely as ^ , that \J varied inversely as ', or expressed in
words, the velocity of flow of fluids varies inversely as the square
root of the density.
^ ... ,
Udu - ol(Pv) d UExamining the general equation
^ j — — —) — •ijaX dx dx :
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closely, v;e see that this conclusion is unwarranted in the case of
elastic fluids, because it cannot be inte<^rated as simply as before
for two reasons
(D-j-T IS not zero.
{2) \/ is not constant.
V/e shall see hov/ever that the resulting equation will take the same
f orr.
lin v/hich \/ is a variable dependent upon jP .
To study the flow of an elastic fluid such as steam or gas we
imust return to the fundamental equations of thormodynamics in order
ito determine the sip-nif icanco of the term ^
^
and the effect of V
as a variable. Our fundamental equation is
ciCl=clU-hclw
,or we may \7rite it
IjApplying it under the conditions under v;hich the general equation of
li
footion holds, viz.:
dX
or v/ithout the addition of energy from an external source we have
d U = -

the familiar statement of adiabatic flow.
Going bad: to our original equation of motion
U clU _
9
and subst ituting for
UdU _
3dx "
VdP
d X
- / \dp
23
It may seem surprising at first that the equation takes precise-
ly the same form when ready for integration although the term
is not zero. The fact is easily explained. All the energy is be- .
ing converted into mechanical energy of flow, both equations express
J 11
this fact. The additional term — is accounted for in the variable
dx
^ which depends for its value on P and by P and V together
Ithe intrinsic energy is determined, being expressed as ^(P^)
K-l
From the adiabatic relation
jjwe may evaluate the IntegTaX—JVclP^rid. find
^-^(^^'-^^^^) '
llElimihating
25 \ffJ
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If now we consider fs/j to be the mass flov/ing per second, from the noz-
zle of orifice n,nd the area of the orific^. /V^ ir ^^
i
2_
Hence along a steady stream sine jVj is constant the a"bove equation
(4) gives a relation v'hich must hold betv/cen f- r-.nd p , Differen-
tiating p 'vith respect to P and v/ritin;- d F - q -q get the rela-
tion
and -ith = /.40 s Jp--,S^1
It thus appears that as 'long as p falls the section continously
diminishes until it reaches a minimum value wher.
- Zl fj^ m6. then
increases again. \7e note too that our equation of motion
UdU ^_ vdP
shows that as long as /-^ falls the velocity increases and the shape
of the nozzle to increase the velocity should be that shov/n in Pig.
2. This nozzle may be called the ideal nozzle because in it v/e
have supposed the v/idening of cross-section to take place at just
the proper point, that is, v/here the fluid has expanded to the pros-
sure .527 of the initial pressure. The effect of not v/idening the
'Cross-soct'ion or v/idening it at some point other than the critical
point and the effect of back pressure at the mouth of the nozzle v/ill
-be considered later on. V;e have now to investigate the velocity
in the particulat case v/hen
iii
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Taking our general velocity equation
land substituting in it this particular value of vie get
Since
r~> . W-
I
or stated in v/ords , the velocity of the gas in the narrowest cross-
section of the nozzle is the velocity which sound v/ould have in the
gas in the state at that particular point, provided conditions are
such that nay fall to .SZ^ If Fio.boJyT'hei-tnoalym^/'cs P Gt
Let us return for a nonent to our equation expressing the quan-
|tity flowinr-
Suppose v/e consider ^ to be indefinitely reduced, the quantity
\ UM.\( ^\-^^P- aDproaches and at the limit is eaual to and vjq find
M=0' '"-^ other words a gas cannot flov/ into a perfect vacuum. This
'.'e recognize as the conclusion reached by 'uilliam Fronde and St. Ve-
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nant and Wantzel in their early experiments. This conclusion is un-
Ireasonable and not supported by experiment. The reason is simple;
^ c^-^J^o"i^ be indefinitely reduced , that is the pressure at the nar-
rowest cross section of the nozzle has a minimum value belov/ which
it cannot fall, no matter how low the back pressure may be.
We may explain this fact as follov/s. Let us imagine the nozzle
|to be cut off at the narrov/est section as shown in the figure. V/e
found the pressure here was defined by the relation
that is, the pressure in the narrov/est cross section, provided it is "
free to fall along the nozzle is determined by the initial pressure
and is independent of the pressure in the receiving vessel pro-
vided 1^ be less than the value of determ.ined from fj^ ,
be greater than the critical value of f^- the only possible condition
neglecting impact, is that and our general equation determin-
ing the mass flo\7in<~: v;ill hold.
In this equation- v.e may substitute , the pressure in the receiving
.jjvessel fovf^ , 'and determine /V| . In general v.-e may say equation (4)
holds for all values off^^ £iZ7 P= fp. Beyond this point is
Independent of and remains constant at the value
,
5".^ 7 //^ • Gon-
l^equently the second member of equation (4) never becomes and a gas
will flov,' into a perfect vacuum, with a velocity determined by the in-
itial state > ^''^^ velocity, in this case being given by the
lequation

In rerard to an increar,'G of section at the critical point, v;e
llmay say that it \7ill increase the velocity provided the pressure is
allowed to drop from to a lov/er value ^ . The ma ss f lo\vln,n; re-
jjinains constant and is defined by the equation
or if defined hy the initial state
or if Ci represent the velocity of sound in the medium at the criti-
,|Cal section
M =

CHAPTER 3.
Effect of Friction on Velocity.
So far, v/e have been considering the flo\7 of steam under pure a-
diabatic conditions which, of course, cannot be realized in practice.
Three things, under actual conditions, affect the flow of steam; in-
terchange of heat betv/een nozzle '.Talis and steam, friction on the
?;alls, and back pressure in the nozzle. As the velocity of the
steam is so great, the interchange of heat between the nozzle walls
and steam T.ay be neglected, but the other tv;o factors exercise a
marked influence on the flow and the first of these, friction, will
i
be considered in the follov/ing chapter.
In discussing this question v/e shall use again the fundamental
equations of therm.odynamics , but in a somewhat modified form. As
has been shov/n the equation of adiabatic flow is
or expressing y as a function of pressure and volume
_
_K_ cl(Pv)
_
Udu
K-l dX 9dX
It will be v/ell here to get clearly in mind what this equation cleans .
It simply says, the rate at v.'hich the internal energy of the fluid
is decreasing is equal to the rate at which the mechanical energy
is increasing. \7e recognize this at once as the statem.ent of the a-'
diabatic condition, "All v/ork is done at the expense of the internal
:[
energy." Putting this equation in differential form, v/e have !
(13)
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^ci(Pv)+A^.O —
-(,)
The second equcition to be used is some\7hat more difficult to derive
and interpret. Y/e have seen that the function diPv) J^'^y be ex-
pressed in the simpler form VJ P provided the proper relation exists
"between V and P. Let us assume that the adiabatic relation holds
between V and P and v/rite
in which d = •'ork of friction. This equation is true inasmuch as
it is a Go^nev/hat more general statement of equation (l). It says,
the rate at v/hich the internal energy is decreasing is equal to the
rate at v^hich the mechanical energy is increasing plus the rate at
which friction v/ork is done. V/e note here that U ci (J is a rate dif-
\iA\i 9 d^ferent from if vie consider — -^^4^ the exact equivalent of
...
edx dx
_K_ a ( rYJ v/riting this equation in differential form
and subtracting it from equation (1) v/e get
This equation states, that if flow occurs without friction and then
with friction, the difference of the mechanical energies at any tv/o
cross sections under the tv/o conditions measures the v/ork of friction
For the sake of convenience in handling the equations and deriv-
ing results we may mako the follov.'ing assumptions, viz.: UdiJ - U dU
K J 3 3but the two terms P and TTTi^v^^ '^'^^ equivalent, in ot/ier
words the exDansion of the fluid does not follow the lav.'PV^ = con-
*A
stant. This '.Tould naturally be the case in an irreversible process
such as v/e are considering. Our two equations may not' be v/ritten
K
K-/ g
vdP ^-t-dR=o
Assumino; a coefficient of friction such as is used in hydraulic for-
mulae d R may he ox-orensGd as ^U r^l or since is an arhitrary con-
stant simply r-iving us in final forra t\7o equations
^ d(Pvj-^uM=o (/;9
vd P -f^ + =o (2)
In these equations V ^^nd p cannot he considered as connected hy the
equation PV*^ = constant unless O as is shov/n hy the following:
Subtracting (2) from (1) we have
d(Pv)-vdP=
Expanding and comhining terms
Taking the equation PV^= constant and differentiating it we find
and consequently if this lav/ holds ^ dy^^Oor ^ -
We may nov/ compare equation (2) v;ith the general equation of
flOY/ derived in the first chapter.
|
- J Vc/P
'2.
^3 ^

~r^ Oiajtarrt Showing Fticf/on Loss
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r .
.
'Both these equations hold under the ,r?oneral adiabatic condition
JQ-O For equation 1 (a), the lav/ Pv*^ = conrtant v/ill hold; for e-
quation (2), this lav/ v/ill hold only v.'hen Ff-Q. In other v/ords
,
"there are tv/o kinds of adiabatics, one v/ithout friction loss, and one
v/ith friction loss. In the adiabatic v/ithout friction, the increase''
Of kinetic energy^ is measured by the integral Vc/P evaluated ji
under the lav/ PV^ = constant. In the adiabatic v/ith friction, the!!
ii-icrease of K'inetic energy is not as large inasmuch as a part of the
available kinetic energy has been converted into heat and passes out
of the end of the nozzle as heat. Conseauontly
, is measured
not by - / y^p as before, but by -/ ox- _ f'vdP
jin \7hich some lav/ other than f^V^ = constant connects the variables
P and V .
The effect of friction v;ork R and the value of j-^ nay be repre-
sented on the plane as shov/n in p/^ 3, P l^i^) , Suppose steam to
exist at the nozzle entrance in the state 77 4^ ^''-nd consider it to
2-
expand under purely adiabatic conditions to the state TJ'C^ that is,
dov/n the vertical line /\ B . The \-jovV. done or the increase of me-
chanical energy is the v/ork value of the heat area A BC and in the
PV coordinates v/ould be represented by / V (Jip . Now under our
actual conditions v/e find that the steam does not reach the state
IT CPi^ "'-ut is actually in the state IJ <Pi at the point £r . All
areas belov/ the line C £" represent lost heat or lost kinetic energy,
consequently the loss of kinetic energy over G.nd above that lost in
adiabatic expansion is the n.ro3 SBFG • Since the process is irrev-
ersible v/e knov/ nothing of the path from the state 1^ cp^. "^^ 17 ^/ *
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So our only method of determining the increase of kinetic energy is
to take the difference of total heats at the states 7^ and cfD^
and find its mechanical equivalent. It should be noted here that
the area BEFG does not necessarily represent all the friction v/ork
done. There m>ay he some of heat of friction converted into kinetic
energy v/hile the steami -oasses from A to £1 and this, of course,
is not lost and so does not appear in the area representing loss of
kinetic energy. Not knowing the path from. A to EI v/e are unable
to draw the curve bounding this area.
Before leaving the nuestion of friction Vv'-e shall briefly consi-
der its effect on the quantity of steam, flov/ing through the nozzle,
since the impact involves both a mass and a velocity factor. If v/e
take our frist general differential eouation and integrate it
f"JL d(pv)=J<. fpv-Pv\
or y^- ffV.~2g H fiVx
K-l
In the first chapter v/e have shovm that the product FfV, 1" ,
vrhen (X^ represents the velocity of sound in the m.odium in the state
2-
. Introducing this quantity Q^ v/e v/rite
K-/
If v/e consider ^Va. to represent any state along the nozzle, v/e may
v/rite PV in the place of ^ V^. and (X in the place of .nd find
the general expression for the velocity at any point
K-l
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At the nozzle entrance ij= and C7/ = 6( v/hich is evidently true.
As the steam passes on through the nozzle (J increases and at some
point reaches the value Q . In this case
Expressing this af^ain in terms of /y* V. and \J v/e have
From this equation v/e draw the follovang conclusion:
1 If the steam velocity, [J , in the nozzle reaches the value
\j~\J^^p\/ — CK , it remains at that value in that cross sec-
tion ior any given initial state Z^* • general, in a steam
Inozzle in v/hich the velocity is increasing, there is a certain cross
section in which the velocity has a fixed value determined by the i-
nitial state. As a consequence of this, there is a certain maximum
quantity of steam, which can flow through a given nozzle from a fixed
initial state Vi .
Exam.ining the equation
again, we s=e that it is the same one which we derived under fric-
tionless adiabatic conditions, when the cross section v/as at its mi-
nimum value. We found, too, that at this section the pressure bore
a fixed ratio to the initial pressure given by the equation
K
K-l
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vVe see now' that the pure adiahatic is a special case of the friction
adiabatic and v/e nay re-state the former conclusion as follov/s:
In any nozzle there is a certain cross section in which the
pressure and velocity are fixed by the initial state. If the ex-
pansion is purely adiabatic, this cross section will be the neck of
the nozzle and the pressure there will be
jj
Under actual conditions these last tv/o statements are not necessarily
I
true . In either case, there is a certain maximujn quantity of steam
;
en cross section, this maximum quantity being less in the case of
frictional resistance owing to a reduction of velocity.
velocity of the steam is a complicated and peculiar one and will be
discussed in the next chapter.
which can pass from an initial state V, through a nozzle of giv-
The relation of the velocity of sound
I

CHAPTER 4.
The Relfi.ticn of the Velocity of Sound
to the Velocity of Steam.
The function^/C'^PV v/hich has been used in the preceding
chapters appears in a peculiar relation to the velocity of the steam
fj , as soon as v/e try to find the law of the variation o"*^ (J ,
The function v/e already found to he dependent ux)on so in
studying the lav; of the variation of ^
^
we will find first the ge-
neral expression for ^ > ,
dX
In addition to the equations already derived, we will use one
more, the equation of steady Tlo\i,(jV=FU in v/hich G = number of
pounds of steam, flowing in any cross section per second, \/ , the
volume per pound, f-' , the area of cross section, and (y , the velocity
along the nozzle. Differentiating this equation, v;e have
V - u r
The equations v.'hich ^"e ^ow have are the follov/'ing:
^ ci(PV) + ML^ o (0
vdP+ ^ + ^dy^^o [Z]
, du . dF (:,)
y ~ y +
—
a- ^ K^PV
(20)
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Eliininating and dU v/e get the following important equation
^ =Kf6- ^^Yi^.^ ^ ]kp-- -(5-;
Letting — JJ—
^j^— /^ -f- j' we may write equation (5) in the much
simpler form y F
? - dF ^ ^ ^pu^
Since F varies as in a cylindrical tube
dlF ^ Z RdR ^ Z d R
FdX f^^dX FfdX
and our eauation 'becomes
4f- = . V '-^^^
Eefore going farther it will be well to get clearly in mind the dif-
ferent terms in the right hand member of equation (5). {J ic the
actual velocity of the steam along the nozzle defined be- the relation
found in chapter 1, = (^^, - P^) • K ^-ing the ratio
Q is the velocity v/hich sound would have in the steam in
is taken at the vr.lue 1.35 for steam then v/e find oi — ,35.^-^1
the state PV and is defined by the equation Cl^~l/(^PV - If K
a
( ^ as experim.entally determined by Stodola for one of his nozzles
was .059 which v/ill give some idea of its general value),
j
The function which we are to investigate ic . The first
question to be answered is, what are the conditions of maximum velo-
city? Taking equation (2) and placing - Q we find
Pdx
Applying the sam(3^ conditions to equations (1) and (0), we find the
follov/ing relations to hold
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dp
_
dv r
P y f 1-0 hi ecjuatioh (/)
dv Jf , ,y— = — ftoJn ecjuat/oh (z)
Hence
Fdx a"-
From these equations v;e draw the following conclusions:
(a) V-Tien the :naxiinum or minumum velocity is reached the
pressure is falling.
(b) V/hen the maximum velocity is reached the cross sec-
tion is increasing.
I
(c) lf^=0, then when
,
-4-^-0
,
that is if no
friction work is done, the velocity reaches a maximum
when the pressure reaches a minujnum.
iln general ^ ^ is not v/hen dU q ny^^ hence the pressure is not
dx aX
at its miniinum when the velocity is a maximujn, but is falling tov/ard
it and the pressure curve is gradually becoming parallel with the
axis of X •
If we take the case of a cylindrical straight nozzle, v/e find
'Some interesting relations. In this case d^ — q and equation (5)
ibecomes sim.nly
-=r
—
— KPU . V/e see at once that v/hat-dx u-a^
ever the values of o( and ^ ^^-e, the pressure v/ill rise foi- U > (X
and fall for \J ^ CK . Consequentlj'- in a straight tube v/e v/ould ex-
pect the pressure to fall steadily until the value (j[ v/c.s reached.
This is exactly what Zeuner found to be true in his experiments on

the flov/ of nir through straight tubes If we examine the condi-
jtions of maximum velocity here we shall find some important relations
i
I
Our three conditions are
Nov/ viQ know that — n hence at this point = O and
I
these tv/o equations can be true only v/hen = O or at the mouth of
the nozzle . Consequently in a straight cjT-lindrical tube the maxi-
Imum velocity and minimum pressure are reached at the same point and
jthat point is the m.outh of the nozzle. This also arrees v/ith the
statement that the maximum velocity is reached v/hen the cross section
is increasing and shov/s that in a divergent tube the point of maxi-
mum velocity may or may not be the mouth of the nozzle.
j
There is another question v/hich v/e nay investigate here, viz.:
the maximum possible velocity in a straight tube. V/e have already
'found that in a straight tube the minimum pressure and maximum velo-
(?
city take place at the samd point. V/e will now try to find v/hat
'this maximum velocity is. To do this v/e will take instead of-^-7-
/ / dK
the function —7— and get an exnression for in term.s of p , y
J , p and X • Taking equation (1) and integrating it, v/e have
J<— ^v/ _ Jl- o
H~/ K-l ^5
From the eauation QV— FU we get ^ ^ and substituting
G
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this value of V ^^^s find
RF ffV, K-i
j
6 U ^^K ' \
Prom equation (2) "by making the same substitution we get
Prom equation (7) by differentiation
9 G ^ ^ zsn)
,
. we
Subtracting equation ( f.J ) from, this^get
Substituting in this the value of P/~ from equation (7)
dU \ u^- 29KjFdX 9 [q\
Uc/)( K±l _ ffV'
I
Now assujning that xiq have a straight tube, ^^d. v/e get. the
very simple equation
FfV,
Examing this equation we find the same result derived as before narae--|
ly, when ^JJ_~q ^= O > that is, the velocity is a maximum at
the m^outh of the nozzle. Evidently, the denominator of this frac-
tion majr^ equal to, greater than, or less than zero under the condi-
tion ~ n . v/e will examine these conditions separately. We
have shown in the preceding discussion that when the maximujn quantity
of steam, was flov/ing the velocity ]J is given by the equation !
Examining our denom.inator above, we see that when \J =: \ /2^ 1^ PV
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our denominator is equal to zero, or -7-^= "T" » that is, when the ve-
locity is a maximum and the mass flov/inf a maximum the velocity at
the end of the nozzle is the velocity of sound. Nov/ let us suppose
and U > V^frf^ U >a
Now this condition cannot be true, for when (J — (} the maximum quanti-
ty is flov/ing, consequently if [J ^ Ct held true, a quantity larger
than the maximum v.'ould have to flow which is impossible. The third
condition ir K±L^ Vi y q ov II y\ \2-9K ffVi or H ^ a
^^This is perfectly possible and simply means that the back pressure is
such that (J never reaches its maximum value ^ and consequently the
maximum quantity of steam is not flowing.
Before leaving the subject of a straight tube we may say that
v/hen the straight tube is placed at the end of a divergent tube, the
velocity of the entering steam may be grer.ter than the value {J—Q ,
Let us see the effect on the function ^ ^ for {) y (1 . This means
that cur denominator is positive, hence -^JL. is a decreasing function
dx
or U is a decreasing function of X > that is, \7hen MIL — Qdx
have a minimum and not a maximum r.t the end of the noz^-.le. We have
already shown that the function -^1-5:1- is dependent on — -7 - , conse-dx dx
quently vrhen jj is decreasing ^ ^s increasing, and v;o have a con-
firmation of the statement of Jtodola, viz.: "In straight tubes, the
pressure, not considering back pressure, v/ill rise or fall according
as the steam velocity is greater or less than the velocity of sound."
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Thus far, we have investigated the velocitjr in a straight nozzle
that is, in a tube in v/hich MJ— = q , V/e shall now try to ascer-
tain some of the lav;s in accordance v/ith v/hich flow will take place
in a diverging tube. V/e will first go back to our three conditions
of maxinum velocity
c/X
I
Pdx a'-
To begin with
,
— =^ in two iDlaces, viz.: in the narrowest section
of the nozzle and at the nouth of the nozzle. At the narrov/est
^ cJF
section =^ is rot O , and therefore p-^
^
having the value is not
equal to l^^"—^ there^our three conditions are not fulfilled^ and
is not zero; in other v/ords, a maximum or a minimum velocity
dX A Fis not reached in the narrowest cross section. may be also
i
Fdx
1
at the end of the nozzle and our three equations may hold, conse-
|j
quently we may have a maximum or a minumum velocity at the end of theij
nozzle. Here should be noted carefully the difference between th^-
straight tube and the diverging nozzle. In the straight tube U
cannot becom.e equal to Q except under the condition ^ O . In
HFthe diverging tube since — is not always Q , if "''^y equal toFOX J
(X under the condition cj F _ k'^^ provided is O Q-t the same
Fdx ~ ^ dX
time. It would appear from this that when the condition (J = was
fulfilled within the tube that this was the maximum value of \J .
This is not necessarily true.
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Takinf; the eauation /?
I ( _ }<zl - ^
d\}
_ ( 29K)FdX ~y~
I
and imposing the tv/o conditions
_
^
= and U = O v/e find
—
-r— , an indeterminate. That is U U q is only one possible value,
satisfying the conditions — j/A, and U = G • Evidently,
IjWe shall -have to determine the value of the function v/hen it takes
the form by differentiation. To v/rite the differentiations more
:
simply, v;e shall nov/ v/rite d(^^3U) instead of and
II c/F d)^
|j
instead of
frj^y^ • Differentiating numerator and denominator of
equation v/e get
Since v/hen U~Ci • dlL^lf^- 1^^ the last term of this equation va-
nishes and the expression becomes
^c/ao9U)W (c/(U9F) ) fdh9U) \
dK ) WX J\dX/
The solution of this equation p'ives for ^
.
two values;
—
V
rlfl y/) 1^
= O and ^K^^SU) — //y^ These tv/o equations give us a clear idea
of the phenomena in the divergent tube, (J O '^^y ^® maxi-
Fium velocity reached as v/e have seen before v;ith a falling pressure,
^
The only other condition under which {J = (2 is <^^<? 9 U) —
and is a decreasing function of ^ , that is, ^ has once passed
the value Q. ^-"^^ i^o'^'^ decreases to that value v/ith a rising pressure,
a circumstance v;hich Stodola's pressure curves clearly shov/. Here
I,
' again the difference betv/een the straight tube and diverging nozzle

Ftessui-e Curve o-f S-traijh-tTube [Zeunei^
V)
V.
1^
Noz-z le >^ x/s
FIG 1
Pressure Curves o-j- Divergent NoniJe (Pran4i'l)
FIG 2
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shows Dlainly, In the straight tube - Q throughout the tube
and a_t the mouth -Z^ — q and the only possible solution for the above
equation is ci\j
_ > that is, a maximum value of \J is reached
When (j^^ ?^
|i
A graphical representation of the foregoing equations by means
of actual pressure curves v/ill aid us in understanding the actual
state of affairs in the nozzle. Pig* 1 shows the pressure curve for
a straight tube as determined by Zeuner. The curve shows that the
pressure falls continuously along the nozzle axis to the value of the
back pressure, provided this back pressure is not less than the cri-
tical value (theoretically ,58 ) and practically determined by the
value of A< from the equation -1*-- ~ i ^ ]/<-/ . The nres-
sure at the mouth of the nozzle never falls below this value and the
velocity never goes beyond the value U~ Ot ,no natter hov/ far the
back pressure may be reduced. If the back pressure fa. is above the
critical value, the value [)= is never reached. Fig» 2 shovYs the,
pressure curves for a diverging tube. Steam, is flowing from the i-
nitial pressure oO the various back pressures ^
, ^
f^,
,
etc.
The pressure falls along some curve A B similar to an adiabatic de-
termined experimentally. At some point on this curve there is the
pressure which is Ff and here the steam velocity is {J =^ Q
— \ i^S ^ ^ or VA^<7P V • ^^^o^^ 1^"^ suppose that the back ures-
sure f=> is so high that never reaches the value . Then U
never reaches the value Q . As shown by our equations
,^7-^ and
do not becom.e zero at the same time but ^^-=-(7 while P is falling,
consequently our velocity curve v/ould reach a maximum just before the
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pressure reached, its minimujn value. Next suppose a -pressure ^ is
sufficiently lovr to allov.'- the pressure to fall to the critical value
P At this nolnt U = Ci. d^^^^^J tn.\re-r. the form and Is found to he ei-
ther OT-t^^, that is,(y may or may not bo a maxiraujn. If drops
to a value belov/ the critical value, v/e .can see plainly the point
\7here ^UL^JMI- - f(A It is the point M on the pressure curve, for here.
/f . the critical value, and 0=0. vn.th a rising pressure.
Our equation gives no information as to the variation of [J a-
long the curvc/^ Boxcept to shoiv that v/hen tlie r)ressure falls, the ve-
locity increases. As to the point where the pressure \7ill begin to
rise or v/hether it v;ill rise at all, our equations give.no information
Our conclusion is that this pressure curve and its attendant velocity
curve are functions of the back pressure, and an equation must be
found \7hich \7ill take this factor into account before the curve, re-
presenting the pressure and velocity can be found and plotted.
On the preceding page is sho\7n a pressure curve \7ith a corres-
ponding .velocity curve. The- pressure curve is plotted from actual
values determined by Stodola, and the velocities are calculated from
the pressure drop. The curve shov/s clearly the relation of pressure
and velocity and affords a good illustration of maximum velocity
reached v/ithin the nozzle. The theoretically designed nozzle is
shovm in Pig
..^ P/e86«;V/hether this v;ould cause the expansion line to
approach more nearly to the adiabatic, v/e have as yot no mcn.ns of
kno77ing, nor do v/e knov/ the effect of Increased back pressure on such
a nozzle, and herein lies a field for both theoretical and experi-
mental investigation.

The above theory is "by no means satisfactory for several reasons
anonf vrhich are the arbitrary assumptions, that K 12 constant, that
the steam follov/s the \7alls of the nozzle as it passes out, and. that
v/e may discuss the phenomena in the nozzle v/ith equations which do
not involve the final pressure. I-Iowever, the theory does indicate
general lav/s which may be more fully and accurately stated after
careful experiment. It also indicates along what lines experiment
should be riade to determine how closely the theory corresponds to
actual conditions. Following are some conclusions v/hich at present
seem justified, and suggestions as to further experiment and inves-
tigation .
(1) Friction in the nozzle causes a reduction in the kinetic ^
energy theoretically obtainable by a given expansion. Consequently,
the theoretic velocity curve in Fig. ^ never corresponds to actual
conditions
.
(2) A maximum quantity of steam will flov/ through a straight
tube from, a fixed initial state, provided the final pressure be ap-
proximately the theoretic critical value .58 .
(3) A maximum quantity will flov/ through a diverging nozzle from
a fixed initial pressure, provided the pressure in some section of
Ithe nozzle reaches the critical value. The value of the back pres-
jsure to cause this, the theory does not shov/.
(4) The maximum velocity is reached, in general, with an increas-
ing cross section, that is, at the end of a straight tube and at the
of
end^or \7ithin a diverging nozzle.
}
(5) I'aximum velocity is reached with a falling pressure. Maxi-
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inum velocity and minimum precGure are rGcched at the same time only.
when friction work is 0.
The follov/ing are some practical suggestions for further inves-
tigation .
(1) The determination of actual pressure curves for nozzles of
varying 'agrees of divergence in order to ascertain, if possible, the
proper Valne of the function —
(2) An accurate determination of the velocity of the issuing 'j
jet and the the pressure at the mouth of the nozzle.
j
(3) The determination of the quality of the steam at the end of
the nozzle so as to determine the actual kinetic energy loss . '
(4) The experimental verification of conclusion (5) above.
(5) The determination of temperature curves in nozzles of vary-
ing divergence.
The theory, too, may v/ell be further investigated and the fol-
(l) Can a value of found v/hich \7ill give the best
lowing lines are suggested.
1
results for a given expansion ff to 1
du(2) Does the theory actually shov/ that^^-<^at the mouth of a
straight tube or is ^M- indeterminate there?
(3) Can the final pressure in a diverging nozzle be theoretical-
ly found?
(4) Can we derive an equation taking into consideration the ini-
tial state and the final state ^ ?
(5) Plot theoretic pressure curves.
(6) Investigate the laws of steam impact within the nozzle to
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account for pressure rise.
(7) Investig3,te isentropic lines.
(8) Inv8stif;ate the v/hole question v/ith the ordinary steam sym-
bols
, , p , £ and X •
(9) Determine the actual total value of the heat of friction
including that converted into mechanical energy.
J.
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